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Mendoza protested, "Since they arrested Pedro dc Zubiaur in England I have endeavoured
by every possible means " to obtain information; " but they so constantly open letters in the ports that
no foreigner will dare to undertake the task; ... and such Englishmen as might be willing were
" for the most part in prison . . . M1
It was being said in Paris that Drake would make a raid on Portugal, taking Dom Antonio.2
But, according to a letter received by the English Ambassador from Lord Burghley's son, Antonio
was still at Drake's house in Devonshire, and with him was Sir Philip Sidney. Sidney had not
been sent by the Queen officially to welcome Dom Antonio; but had left the Court in disgust " in
consequence of the Queen's having refused him the Governorship of Flushing ..." Cecil's letter
stated Drake to have " about 30 ships and 4000 men, soldiers and sailors together; and that Dom
Antonio had written to the Queen saying that in order to bear company with Philip Sidney he
wished to embark; . . whereat " (adds Mendoza), " she scoffed greatly . . . From this it may
be concluded that the going of Don Antonio in the fleet was not with the Queen's connivance,"
A Portuguese spy whom Mendoza calls "Sanson" (of whom more hereafter) conjectured that
// " Dom Antonio goes with him, Drake will most likely go to the coast of Brazil." But Mendoza now
thought the season too late for any important enterprise : " the English people being unable to suffer
hardships at sea."3 (This unjust statement, by a landsman, is no worse than what is asserted by
many English ipth and 2oth century writers about i6th century seamen of Spain).
On lyth October, Mendoza wrote to the King that it had been " false news " as to Antonio
accompanying Drake; but that Drake himself " weighed anchor in Plymouth at nightfall on the 2;th
September," (17 English style,) " and all the next day and at dawn the day after, he was still in sight
of the land, becalmed."   The following day he arrived at Falmouth.   The weather had been per-
fectly fine, but without wind.   " Since then there have   been  furious   westerly   gales, which  will
certainly have driven him back to the English coast, unless he made for Ireland   .   .   .
" It was asserted here [in Paris] as a positive fact that he had returned   .   .   .
" Up to the present, however, there is no certain news, except that there has been a strong gale
blowing dead against his course, and this has also prevented letters coming from England.
" I send your Majesty herewith an exact account of the ships Drake has, and the stores,
munitions, and men, . . . which report was furnished to me by a trustworthy Frenchman
... I sent him to England for this purpose, months ago, and he made friends with Drake,"
and volunteered to accompany the expedition. Before it sailed, he gave Drake " the slip; but could
not come hither,— all the ports being rigidly closed,— -until M. de la Mauvissiere " [the French
Ambassador,] " crossed over on his return from his embassy ... I feared the man was dead
or a prisoner, and consequently did not venture to tell your Majesty I had sent him."4
The point of great interest is that not even the ingenuity of Spanish spies, nor potency of
Spanish gold, sufficed on this occasion to purchase for King Philip the desired news as to Drake's
destination. Hence the success of the surprise attack; to which we will recur, after following the
fortunes of Sidney, Leicester, and the troops fighting against Spain in the Netherlands.
Even two months after Drake's departure, King Philip (29 Dec:)* could only say that Mendoza's
tidings of Drake tallied with the report he had himself received from Galicia,
" where, ^ the daring of his attempt was greater than the damage ... We have no certain
information about him since he left the Galician coast ... You will use the utmost diligence
in obtaining very frequent and trustworthy news from England, which you will transmit to me
continually."
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